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Abstract—We present a novel approach for 3D hand motion
tracking of stage characteristics as observed in cognitive
psychology. A Hidden Markov Model acquired in humancomputer interaction is used to represent the high-level
structure of gestures reduce the dimensionality of the search
space. The estimation of hand gestures is handled by
combing the model and particle filter. The sampling is
introduced PERM instead of standard re-sampling to
compensate the error caused by the observation model. The
simulated
experiment
demonstrates
significant
improvements in tracking speed and robustness over
comparison methods.
Index Terms—Hidden Markov Model, cognitive psychology,
PERM, human hand tracking

I.

INTRODUCTION

Hand is a kind of multi-joint and non-rigid object, and
hand tracking is a typically nonlinear and non-Gaussian
filtering problem. Many researchers home and abroad
have already made many different methods for this
problem, which can attribute to appearance-based and
model-based approach generally [1-4]. The first one [5-8]
is mainly based on characterization that can be divided
into region-based, active contour-based and other image
feature-based tracking methods. The other [9-14] adopts
usually fixed object models.
At present, the most common approach is particle filter
(PF), and it’s a random sampling filter approach that is
another realization [15-16] of recursive Bayesian filter
developed after the mid-90s of last century. Its main idea
is to describe the probability distribution of random
samples called “particle”, and then approximate the actual
probability distribution by adjusting the size of particle
weights and the location of samples. However, this
method needs to sample a large number of particles. For
example, even if assuming it only uses ten variables, and
each variable takes twenty discrete values, this method
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needs 3.2*108 samples at least, which makes real-time
tracking become hopelessly out of reach. Therefore,
reducing the numbers of particles and time cost become
one of the cores of particle filter.
Through learning cognitive psychology [17], we exploit
the fact that hand motion has phase feature. When using
particle filter, if each variable of gesture at each stage is
still sampled, the time cost would increase greatly. In
order to solve the problem, we use the method of machine
learning [18-20], and analyze a specific virtual assembly
system to decompose the state space, and then establish
the Hidden Markov Model. For different states, we
sample selectively instead of completely. Meanwhile, we
chose PERM sampling [9, 21] instead of standard
sampling that may compensate the error caused by the
observation model.
II.

HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL

Hidden Markov Model [22] (HMM) was first proposed
in 1957. It was successfully applied to the acoustic
modeling in the 1980s. In resent years, HMM is applied to
the analysis of the volatility of financial markets,
economic budget, neurobiology, biological genetics, etc.
Recently, HMM is mainly utilized in engineering field,
such as image processing, voice synthetic, seismic survey
and so on. It achieved scientific significance and value of
the important results [23].
Hidden Markov Model is an important method to solve
the problem of high dimensional feature space search.
Through the model, we may obtain the relationship
between high dimensional feature set and gestures. It’s a
doubly stochastic process. The first stochastic layer is the
underlying first-order Markov process; the second is the
set of output probabilities for each state. The essence [24]
of HMM is to quantify the time (observation) sequence to
a small amount of discrete states, and there is a transition
probability between any two of the states (including
themselves).
The basic elements of Hidden Markov Model as follow
[25].
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The number of states N. S is a set of states, S =
{S1, S2, ... , SN}, and the state at time t is denoted
as
qt ∈ S , 1 ≤ t ≤ T .

•

•

T is the length of observation sequence.
The number of observation symbols M. V is the
set of all observed symbols,

V = {v1 , v2 ,..., vM } .

The matrix of state transition probability A:
A = {aij } ,

aij = P{qt +1 = S j | qt = Si } ,
1 ≤ i, j ≤ N ,
aij ≥ 0 ,

N

∑a
j =1

ij

= 1.

The output probability matrix B of observed
variables under the condition of state Sj.

B = {bi (v),1 ≤ i ≤ N , v ∈ V } .

The probability distribution in initial state π :

π = {π i ,1 ≤ i ≤ N } .
III.

THE TRACKING ALGORITHM

Firstly, we establish hand motion behavior model,
which is Hidden Markov Model, acquired in humancomputer interaction. Secondly, we predict the gesture at
current time, and we can propagate particles only in
plausible directions. Lastly, we use the PERM method to
re-sample. For sampling particles, what we need to do is
to compare the similarity with actual gesture, and only
cope with the samples of maximum and minimum
similarity.
The main frame of our algorithm is as follows (Fig.1).

Figure 1. The global framework of our algorithm

A. Cognitive-behavioral model of hand motion
Through observation and analysis of a virtual assembly
system, we factor out the three basic operations used
frequently.
• Select part;
• Grab part;
• Move (or assembly) part.
In this system, a gesture is regarded as a process unit,
and the process of hand motion is divided into three states:
the state of selecting part, the state of grabbing part, the
state of moving part.

λ ′ = (π ′, A′, B′) .

Step5: Calculate the probability of observing sequence

P (O | λ ′) in the model λ ′ .
If

| P (O | λ ′) − P (O | λ ) |< threshold ,

the training completes.
Otherwise, jump Step4.

B. Training the behavioral model
According to the cognitive-behavioral model described
in part A, we train the model. The details as follow.
Step1: Obtain observation sequence O using data glove
and position tracker.
Step2: Initialize the Hidden Markov Model

Predicting according to the model above
The predictions of HMM and observed sequence of
current image are independent of each other, which easily
leads to large forecast errors. To tackle the problem of
gesture predicting errors, the algorithm proposed is that
we establish the relationship between the two which can
improve the tracking accuracy. The concrete prediction
steps as follows.
Step1: Initialization. The model

Step3: Initialize the parameters again with Viterbi
algorithm.
Step4:
Calculate parameters with Baum-Welch
algorithm, and get the new Hidden Markov Model

acquired in part B, the time variable t=1.
Step2: Predict the gesture state n at time t.
Step3: Calculate the gesture Xt’ corresponding to the
probability bnt.

λ = ( N , M , π , A, B) .
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Step4: Calculate the similarity dt between Xt’ and the
current image. If dt < threshold, jump Step7. Otherwise,
jump Step5.
Step5: In the interval (t-3, t-1) and (t+1, t+3), select
the largest probability bnt, and get the gesture Xt’
associated with it. Calculate the similarity between Xt’ and
the current image. If dt < threshold, jump Step7.
Otherwise, jump Step6.
Step6: In the range t-3 to t+3, bnt and the gesture Xt’
corresponding to bnt is weighted respectively, and
computed the sum that is the predictive value Xt’.
Step7: Sample particles according to the dynamic
system model and Xt’, and calculate weights of the
particles on the basis of the observation likelihood
models. Assuming sampling number SampleNum, the set
of weights ω = {ωi, 1 ≤ i ≤ SampleNum}.
Step8: Re-sample with PERM.
If ω i < ω min, select the particle depending on the
probability a, and its weightωi = 2 * ωi.
If ωi > ωmax, the particle is sampled K times, and their
weightsωi =ωi / K.
Step9: Calculate output gesture according to these
particles and their weights.
D. PERM method
Although standard re-sampling method can restrain
particle degradation problems, this method takes weights
as standard, which may lose the particles of small weights,
and copy the particles of large weights many times.
To solve this problem, we introduce PERM method,
which is the most efficient approach for solving protein
folding problem. PERM is a “growth” algorithm, in which
all the monomers, except for the first two ones, are placed
one by one on the regular square lattice until all the N
(length of the chain) Monomers are placed [26].
We can describe the algorithm by giving the strategy of
how to choose an action to place the n th monomer, in
which the first n-1 monomers have been placed. The
details are as follows [26]:
• 1) Calculate the qualities of all possible valid
action α of placing the n th monomer.
• 2) Calculate the predicted weight Wn and
thresholds Wn+, Wn-.
• 3) Compare Wn with Wn+ and Wn-, and then
choose an action.
• 4) If Wn∈ [ Wn-, Wn+ ], choose an action α at a
some probability.
• 5) If Wn< Wn-, the partial chain is pruned at
probability 0.5, otherwise we can choose an
action α at a some probability, then double the
weight Wn.
• 6) If Wn> Wn+, we can choose a set of actions
A= {αv1, αv2,…,αvk} consisting of k mutually
different continuations at a probability and
implement them independently, then calculate
each branch’s corresponding weight.
According to this principle, the PERM method can
adjust automatically all the weights. The result is that it
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produces neither too large weights, nor too small weights
to effectively suppress the extreme point of the error.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have realized our algorithm using VC++, a PC with
CPU for Inter(R) Core(TM), frequency for 2.66GHz and
4GB memory, a CCD camera and a DAQ card. The
training data used is obtained by a single user. The
experiments of virtual assembly are conducted by
different users.
Some of the virtual assembly procedures are shown in
Fig.2.

(a) Assembly scene

(b) One of moving processes

(c) One of assembly processes
Figure 2. Virtual assembly processes

Experiment1: Track with a behavior model and without
the model.
According to the behavior model that has been trained,
our algorithm will spread the particles in a plausible
direction, which can reduce the numbers of sampling
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particles and the time consuming. We compare the
performance of our algorithm with that of a simple SIR
particle filter (PF). The results are presented in Fig.3.
155
Our algorithm
PF
150

In the formula, HD is a Hausdorff distance between the
projection of tracking results on image plane and actual
observation, λ is an empirical value. In this experiment,
λ =0.01 .
What this formula means is that the smaller the value
HD, the greater the precision a.
0.7
Our algorithm
HMM
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Figure 3. The average time consuming of every frame

Fig.3 is shown that our algorithm is less time
consuming than PF under the condition of the similar
accuracy. This is due to the fact that each variable of hand
is sampled in PF algorithm, while the variables varied
greatly are sampled in our algorithm.
Experinment2: Track with and without PERM method.
To evaluate the effect of the PERM method, we track
hand motion using our algorithm and the Hidden Markov
Model algorithm without PERM respectively.
Define accuracy:

0.45
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Figure 4. Tracking accuracy

In Fig.4, we can conclude that the algorithm introduced
PERM provides better accuracy than the HMM method
that is not introduced PERM.
Experiment3: To further illustrate the effectiveness of
PERM method, that is, how the method chooses sample
particles.

a = e− λ HD

TABLE I.

THE WEIGHT CHANGE IN PERM METHOD

The number
of particle

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Weight

0.14

0.40

0.20

0.12

0.02

0.01

0.03

0.05

0.01

0.02

The results
(accept or not)

Accept

Accept, and
continue
to
sampling

Accept

Accept

Not
accept

Not
accept

Accept,
and
weight
doubled

Accept,
and
weight
doubled

Not
accept

Not
accept

In Table1, “The results (accept or not)” means sampling
results, which means that the particle will be accepted or
not accepted by PERM, and its weight will be adjusted or
not. “Accept” means that the particle is selected and its
weight is kept unchanged. “Not accept” means that the
particle doesn’t meet the requirement, and is not selected.
“Accept, and weight doubled” means that the proportion
of particles increases and its weight becomes doubled.
“Accept, and continue to sampling” means that we should
spread particles on the basis of this particle.
The principle of PERM is to choose particles depending
on the weights of the particles.
If the weight ω∈ [ ω min, ω max], it can select the
particle, and its weights is invariable.
If the weight ω<ωmin, it may choose the particles in
accordance with the probability a, and the weight ω= 2 *
ω.
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If the weight ω > ω max, it can continue to sample
particles K times, and the weight of each particle ω=ω/
K.
In Table1, we can see that all particles have been given
attention. The benefit of this method is both to avoid the
particles of small weights loss, but also inhibit the
particles of large weights from copying repeatedly, which
is different from and superior to the standard re-sampling.
The comparison result can be seen from Fig.5 in which we
compare our algorithm with PF of standard re-sampling.
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to time and updating system model, in order to enhance
the stability of our algorithm.

0.7
Our algorithm
PF
0.65
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